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Ellis Island opened in 1900, image above taken in 1905.
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Ellis Island, New York opened as the primary United States immigration port 
in 1892 in an effort by the US government to control the huge influx of 
immigrants.  The island was previously operated by the state of New York to 
process immigrants and was known then as Castle Garden.  The change 
occurred in an attempt by the government to provide a standardized, 
regulated process that would protect US citizens from diseases brought into 
the county. 



Because of the huge number of people entering each day, procedures were in 
place to help the flow.

Before arriving at Ellis Island, medical 
inspectors boarded the incoming 
ships in a quarantine area at the 
entrance to New York Harbor.  
Passengers were quickly inspected 
for contagious diseases such as 
smallpox, typhoid fever, cholera, 
plague, and a host of other diseases.  
If sick, immigrants were not allowed 
to enter the country.

After the initial medical inspection 
done onboard, the ship was allowed 
to proceed through the Narrows that 
leads to Upper New York Bay.  
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The most obvious structure in view to the passengers when entering the New 
York Harbor was the Statue of Liberty.  There is a quote from an unidentified 
Polish man:  “The bigness of Mrs. Liberty overcame us.  No one spoke a word 
for she was like a goddess and we know she represented the big, powerful 
country which was to be our future home.”

Their destination, Ellis Island, was only ½ mile away.  One can understand 
why the Statue of Liberty would hold such a memorable place in their hearts!
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When their ship docked in the harbor, people boarded ferries to take them to the pier at 
Ellis Island.  Above are immigrants walking across the pier to enter the main building.  
Note:  Only steerage passengers were required to go through the extensive questioning 
and testing before entering the USA.   The photo above was taken sometime between 1909 
and 1932.
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After entering the building, passengers entered a waiting area. Each person 
had to wear a name tag with a manifest number written in large numbers.  
Interpreters met the passengers and led them up a steep stairway to the 
Registry Room.  Without knowing it was happening, a doctor stood at the top 
of the steps to watch for physical defects (lameness, difficulty breathing) that 
would send them to the Ellis Island Hospital and in some cases, immediate 
deportation. 
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Another view of 
the Registry Room
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The most feared part of the health  
inspection process on Ellis Island 
was the eye examination.  In a painful 
process, doctors pulled up the 
newcomers’ eyelids with a 
buttonhook to check for an incurable 
and highly infectious disease called 
trachoma. Anyone found infected 
could not enter the country.  

Most immigrants passed through the 
inspection process in three to five 
hours.  Those with health issues 
were detained at the hospital and 
either released later or deported.
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http://www.ohranger.com/ellis-island/immigration-journey

For a more detailed explanation of the process of getting through 
Ellis Island to freedom, please take a look at the website listed here.  

Waiting in line for the next step in the process of becoming an American 
immigrant.
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Finally, passengers were interviewed about the information on the ship’s 
manifest to prove his/her identity before being allowed to leave.  Notice the 
white square on the left side of each person’s jacket.  This is the label that 
identified who they were by passenger number.

The Final Process!
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After all exams and questioning had been completed, immigrants were finally 
free to find their sponsor and enter America.
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Ellis Island records for Jan Wierzbicki, Raymond’s father

The Ellis Island record for Jan Wierzbicki is incomplete because other pages of the manifest cannot 
be accessed.  His ship, Pretoria, left Hamburg on November 1, 1898 and arrived in New York on 
November 14.  Some of the information from his entry:

Name:  Jan Wiersbitzky Last Residence:  Lomza
Age:  35 Seaport for Landing:  New York
Sex:  M Final Destination:  Philadelphia, Pa
Married or Single:  M
Calling or Occupation:  laborer
Able to read:  Yes Most of the rest is illegible or unclear.
Able to write:  Yes

Jan Wierzbicki’s location in America has yet to be found.  He should appear on the 1900 U.S. 
census since he had arrived in November of 1898 but no record can be located.  Though there are 
several Jan Wierzbickis appearing across the country on later census records, none of them can be 
identified as being our Jan Wierzbicki.  



Below is a copy of the manifest showing Raimund Wierzbicki at line number 21.  The first 
question asked after his name was age, which he said was 18.   Actually he was 17 at the 
time of arrival.  The fact that he rounded up to his next birthday may be an indication he 
was traveling alone since minors had to be accompanied by an adult.  Because Poland 
did not exist as a county, you can see that he is listed as being from Russia.



Top of the ship’s manifest showing the date and time of the arrival.  Below is 
some of the information given by Raymond Wierzbicki on the ship manifest.

Name:  Raimund Wierzbicki From record shown above
Age:  18
Sex: M Number on list:  21
Married/Single:  S Whether having ticket to final destination:  Yes
Calling or Occupation:  F lab (free laborer Whether in possession of $50, if less, how much:  $5.00
Able to read: Yes Whether ever been to the United States before:  No
Able to write: Yes Whether going to join a relative or friend: and if so what relative
Nationality:  Russia or friend and his name and complete address:
Race or People:  Polish fd Telespor Zdunczyk 231 Kent Ave
Last County of Residence:  Russia Height 5’6” Complexion:  Fair   Hair:  Fair  Eyes:  Grey
Last City of Residence:  Kumelsk Place of Birth County:  Russia
Name/address of relative in country of origin: Place of Birth City:  Rydzewo

Mother  Barbara          Kumelsk
Final Destination:  Brooklyn, NY



Raymond’s sponsor was Telesfor
Zdunczyk and his final destination, 
according to the Ellis Island records was 
Telesfor Zdunczyk’s home at 231 Kent 
Avenue.  (see map to left)  This location 
was within blocks of where Raymond 
would work and live for 50 years. With 
recent research in the Polish records, it 
has become evident that the Zdunczyk and 
Wierzbicki families were very close long 
before Raymond came to America.Though no marriages between the two 

families have been located, other important 
records have surfaced.  When Raymond’s 
father, Jan, was born in 1862, his godmother 
was Franciszka Zdunczyk (possibly 
Telesfor’s mother).  Also Raymond’s 
grandfather, Ignacy Wierzbicki was the 
godfather to Katarzyna Zdunczyk, daughter 
of Jozef Zdunczyk.  At the time, both families 
were living in the Poryte Catholic Church 
Parish in the village of Zaskrodzie. The map 
to the right shows some of the important 
villages.  John and I stayed in Kolno while in 
Poland but I had not yet known of the 
importance of some of these villages!   We 
did visit Kumelsk and Rydzewo.

Williamsburg area
of Brooklyn

Raymond left from here 
to  come to America

Raymond born

Raymond’s father Jan 
born

Raymond’s grandfather 
Ignacy born

For scale – it is only 3 miles between Stary Gromadzyn and Rydzewo.



As mentioned, Telesfor Zdunczyk
was living at 231 Kent Avenue in 
1909. Even 21 years later, 
Raymond Wierzbicki and 
Telesfor Zdunczyk remained 
close in Brooklyn.  By the 1930 
census, Telesfor Zdunczyk was 
living at 235 Kent Avenue, two 
houses south of his 1909 
location.  On the same 1930 
census, Raymond Wierzbicki’s
family, including Wanda, was 
living at 49 South 1st Street, only 
a three minute walk away.  In 
addition to Telesfor Zdunczyk, 
the same 1930 census shows six 
other close friends/relatives 
living within a three block area.   

Family and friends in Poland and America

Wierzbicki family

Zdunczyk family



This quote by a Vietnamese Buddhist monk named Thích Nhất Hạnh probably sums 
up what our immigrant ancestors felt as they made their journeys to America.  Every 
day of their travels put them closer to their final goal – regardless of the hardships 
of the present moment.


